
 

 

 
 

 Apiary Summary – Information to inform next inspection 

Lead: Tony Lack   Assistants: Andrea P, Mark A, Ethan K, Laura K, Saba S      

Date:  17/06/2023       Weather: Sunny  

 
Hive Brief Summary Today’s Actions Actions for next time/week 

1 Queen was seen ELB. 4 Brood, not many 
stores.  

Routine inspection Routine inspection 

2 Using as a bait hive No actions were taken today; they were left in 
situ 

Keep in place to use as a bait hive and use 
the frames for the existing nucs if this hive 

has stores. 

3 This was Nuc3. One store, 3 ELB and one space. 
The Queen was seen (yellow) 

Moved the Nuc to a hive. Added new undrawn 
frames. Removed charged Queen cells. 

Routine Inspection 

4 Queen was seen, ELB (two brood, less than one 
store. 

Routine inspection. Queen marked (green) check stores (especially during the June gap 
(feed 1:1 syrup if needed) 

5 Young Lavae, sealed brood, no queen cells. QNS routine inspection. Checked for queen cells 
from the frame of eggs that was added 

previously.  

A frame of eggs was added (11/06/23), and 
we expected to see queen cells but none. 

check for signs of a young queen  

6 routine inspection. bad-tempered Routine inspection. QNS. One frame moved to 
the outside. 2 empty undrawn frames moved 
to the middle. Pollen was seen in the supers 

(bottom super)  

Routine inspection. Look to see if it needs a 
new super. Check the frames that need 

replacing and replace them if possible (no 
brood) 



 

 

7 Routine inspection, the Queen was seen. Six ELB, 
three room, and three stores. 

Added a super and routine inspection Routine inspection. Check the broken (xx) 
frame for brood and replace it. 

8 Routine inspection, the queen was seen, ELB ( 5 
brood, three stores and three-room) 

Routine inspection. Routine inspection. 

N1 Queen (yellow) was seen. Ready to be offered for 
sale to WDBKA beekeepers 

Removed five charged queen cells. One frame 
stores and the remaining five frames are brood 

Advertising to be sold to WDBKA 
beekeepers. 

N2 Routine inspection. The queen was seen (yellow) 
with three brood frames, one store and one 

space. 

The Nuc strapped up ready for transportation. N/A 

N4 Three stores. One queen cell (sealed) frame 
marked with a red x., not the best Queen cell. A 

previous frame of eggs was added on the 
previous week. Leaving the current Queen cell. 

Three stores, routine inspection. Checked for 
queen cells. One found (not the best) added a 

frame last week. Did not create a Q.Cell on this 
Frame. 

Leave for two weeks. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  


